Dream Celebration Stage Show
$1000
Come a little closer, turn another page...and you might just find yourself in a real life fantasy!
When Lizzie and Violet fall asleep reading their favorite Fairy Tale book they give Fairy
Godmother the perfect opportunity to transform their room into a magical stage where their
dreams; and all of their favorite Princesses; come to life!
Dream Celebration stage show includes a minimum of 10 characters. Show running time will be approximately
60 minutes.
Character Choices for this show: Cinderella, Fairy Godmother, Alice, Queen of Hearts, Mermaid Princess,
Beauty, Lily Pad Princess, Brave Princess, Tinker Bell, Snow White, Sleeping Beauty, Rapunzel, Lizzie and Violet.

Frozen Sing Along Stage Show
$300
Two of the world’s most famous sisters are finally opening up the gates and inviting you to sing
along as they retell their story!
Frozen Sing Along stage show includes 2 characters. Show running time is approximately 20 minutes followed
by 40 minutes of 0n stage Meet & Greets set to music.
Character Choices for this show: Ice Queen and Ice Princess

Superhero Training Initiative Stage Show
$800
The ‘KTF’ has been tasked with the mission of bringing together some of the universe’s most
amazing super heroes to fulfill one of the greatest duties that they have ever been assigned. With
the help of their mission leader and some new recruits they will become the new ‘KTF Super
Squad.’
The Superhero Training Initiative stage show includes a minimum of 8 characters. Show running time will be
approximately 30 minutes, followed by 30 minutes of 0n stage Meet & Greets set to music.
Character Choice for this show: Captain America, Captain Marvel, Spiderman, Star Lord, Batman, Wonder
Woman, KTF agent and 2 KTF trainers.
Additional Information: participants will train in the audience but will not be pulled up on stage.

Jedi Training Stage Show
$300
“Word has traveled throughout the galaxy of (your event.) It has been said that the force is strong
here.” In this training, 20 Padawans will battle against the Dark Side. Surely the Galactic Alliance
will prevail and some younglings will become Jedi Knights!
Jedi Training stage show includes a minimum of 3 characters. Show running time will be approximately 30

minutes, followed by 30 minutes of 0n stage Meet & Greets set to music. (Additional characters can be added for
$75 each.)
Character Choice for this event: Show must include Darth Vader, Jedi Master and Jedi Knights. Additional
character available for the show are: White Storm Trooper, Black Storm Trooper. Princess, Chewie, Kylo Ren
and Rey.
Additional Information: 20 participants will be pulled from the audience to join the training taking place on the
stage. They can be chosen at random or be chosen ahead of time by the event host. (This show has been
performed as a reward at various elementary schools.)

What Lies Within Stage Show
$600
Did you know that some of the most powerful stories of courage and might come from the pages of
princess storybooks? This show brings to the spotlight some of the unforgettable moments that
showed just how strong and brave girls can be.
What Lies Within stage show includes a minimum of 6 characters. Show running time will be approximately 30
minutes, followed by 30 minutes of 0n stage Meet & Greets set to music.
Character Choice for this show: Ocean Princess, Pocahontas, Brave Princess, Arabian Princess, Lizzie and
Violet (who debuted in the Dream Celebration in 2018.)

Salt City Sisters

$300 per hour
The Salt City Sisters, a trio of female vocalists, will delight your guests with vocal stylings inspired
by some of the most popular American musical acts of the 1940s. The group’s renditions of swing
style tunes in close harmony are sure to put everyone in a celebratory mood!
Salt City Sisters includes a minimum of 3 vocalists who remain in character throughout their performance.
Additional Information: Song selections and costuming are chosen based on the season and/or the theme of
the event. Christmas and Patriotic themed sets are quickly becoming the favorites! Sound systems with mics are
a great asset for this option. Please indicate when booking sound arrangements need to be made.

Story Time with Mrs Claus

$75 per hour
Story Time with Mrs. Claus is a great way for your guests to not only get a visit and photo
opportunities with Old St Nick, but to also be entertained and delighted by the theatrical
book reading/ retelling of their favorite stories with Mrs Claus!
Additional Information: Mrs Claus travels with her own white rocking chair and a festively decorated basket of
books that she is well versed in reading and retelling from. If there is a particular book that you would like her
to read (perform) please let us know ahead of time so that she will have plenty of time to prepare like the
professional storyteller that she is!

The MC Storytellers

$75 per character per hour
The MC Storytellers are talented performers whose retelling of your favorite stories will have
you and your guests feel as if they have been transported right into your favorite movie or
story book! With songs and script from favorites such as The Lion King, Toy Story and
Finding Nemo, and themed costumes to add to the magic, they are sure to put a smile on the
face of children young and old!
Additional Information: The MC Storytellers have personal amplification mics. This entertainment option is
designed for a smaller, more intimate group setting.

Magical Meet and Greets and other non scripted entertainment

$75 per character per hour
Sometimes the most magical moments take place when you least expect them! Seeing the
Superhero you admire most waving to you from the parade route; meeting your favorite

princess at the ribbon cutting of the newest shopping center, these are just a few of the ways
you can add value to the events that you have worked so hard to create! Our characters are
sure to draw a crowd and make your event more memorable!
Additional Information: Minimum 2 character hours.

We can’t wait to share our love of entertaining and bringing to life some of the most
cherished fairytale stories. We love working with groups to come up with a perfect
entertainment option for their event. If you don’t see an option that seems to be the perfect
fit for you, just ask and we’ll see what we can do! Creativity is one of our specialties!
Contact us! Let us help you make your next Celebration absolutely Magical!
Thank you for your time!
Mindy Dearden & April Nielsen
801.628.5420 and 801.230.5965
www.MagicalCelebrationsUtah.com
facebook.com/magicalcelebrationsutah/
bookings@magicalcelebrationsutah.com
Other companies who have booked Magical Celebrations Entertainment:

Magical Celebrations is not endorsed by or affiliated with the any other entertainment entity.
In booking with Magical Celebrations, you agree not to use verbiage other than Magical
Celebrations and the attributed character names in any of your advertising or event
descriptions or in announcing Magical Celebrations guests.

